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I expected to get a book or a method about how you can spot trends. I thought it was just a trick you could learn. With this mindset 
I signed up for the course. 

It turned out it was not. The core of this assignment was all about ‘how to achieve a change of perspective.’

In the first lesson Zuzanna Skalska told us about trend theory. She told us about mega trends, general trends and insights as a tool 
to be able to ‘predict’ the future. Even if you know all those tools the future stays unpredictable. The thing I learned was that in 
order to even try and predict the future you need to be aware of your surroundings first. Everyone interprets their surroundings 
different and so there is no wrong or right in predicting the future. 

The next lesson my group (Verena Vredeveld, Nine Sellier and me) needed to give a presentation about Marc Newson. This was 
mostly meant for us to get to know the designer. (Looking back, this was the first acquaintance with finding Design DNA, only we did 
not know that yet.) 
We did not take enough time to prepare for the presentation, so the presentation did not went smoothly. I once again learned that 
a planning is essential to succeed. Because: ‘the amount of effort you put in your work is visible.’ A good planning would have helped 
us to have the time to prepare better. 

That same day we were given two elephant metaphors. The first was a picture of an elephant with people interpreting only a little 
piece of the elephant and thus being unaware that there even was an ‘elephant’. Zuzanna tried to show us that looking at the bigger 
picture is important to be able to break free of the narrowed vision and thus important to be able to innovate. 
The second ‘elephant’ was an exercise were we had to tear out an elephant behind our back. Every person had a different formed 
elephant though our goal was the same: everyone has a different perspective. ‘There is no right or wrong.’ An exercise to confirm 
this statement was to put car brands in ‘order’ of design and progressive technology. Though there were similarities between the 
four teams, the final results differed quite from each other. This has to do with a difference in perspective: what does design imply? 
What are the requirements to have progressive technology?

 Stratergy Chart   The Elephant and the Blind Men*  Car Brands Ordening

* http://www.bartonchurch.org.uk/blog/2014-03-01-the-one-about-the-blind-men-and-an-elephant
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To put the first lessons into practice we made a future prediction for the brand Gastro. There were four different scenarios; good 
economy/progressive technology, good economy/underdeveloped technology, bad economy/progressive technology and bad 
economy/underdeveloped technology. For every ‘perspective’ there was a different outcome. I think it’s important to try and 
predict ‘different’ futures, with other words: it’s important to take more situations into account. Next time I’ll need to predict 
anything I’ll first ask about the scenario instead of just predicting ‘the future’ in general. 

With a few fellow students we went to the Internationale Dental Schau (IDS) in Cologne. This was a really interesting experience: a 
dentist fair is not the first thing that comes to mind as a designer. It helped us to step out of our little design bubble and to think out 
of the box. ‘Design can not only be found on artistic fairs, design is everywhere.’ As assignment for the day, we needed to focus on 
making pictures in the categories: pattern, material, colour, detail, user experience and form. 
I know almost all of those categories by heart through art history classes in high school. User experience however was completely 
new for me since I started this study. In this course I found out that next to implying user experience in your own design I can look 
at other products thinking about what the user would experience. Next time I admire a product I will, next to colour and forms (etc.), 
definitely also think about the user experience.  
The following lesson we took printed versions of our pictures with us and placed them in the categories from before. I discovered 
that one picture actually says something about almost all of the categories, so it was quite hard to place them somewhere 
   definitive. Next time when I look at a product I will focus more on the categories; the so-called Design DNA. I want to become more 
aware of Design DNA of different designers next to Marc Newson. Although I think the categories define the Design DNA quite well, 
I missed inspiration. I believe that what inspires a designer also says a lot about his designs and the decisions he makes with his 
work. 

 Prediction Gastro  IDS Fair  Design DNA Cards
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Our final work was to design a dental practice in the style of the designer from before. We knew directly what we should look for; 
his Design DNA. The next step was about how to apply ‘him’ into our design. Knowing his Design DNA made making the design 
decisions easier, because we knew how Marc Newson would have ‘thought’ about the design.

Overall I learned that trend watching cannot be taught, it is a certain mindset. A way to look at the world. Zuzanne gave me the 
tools to achieve this mindset: it all starts with getting to know more designers by heart. ‘Being creative also means talking creative.’ 
You need to know about different designers to be able to talk about design in depth. Knowing designers implies knowing their 
Design DNA and thus to be able to know a designer I need to start with paying attention to the Design DNA of different designers. 
The mindset that Zuzanne showed me, will definitely help in my future job as designer. But before I will be able to use it I’ll take the 
initiative to get to know more designers by heart and slowly be able to ‘talk creative’. 

 Detail of our Final Work Zuzanna and our   group Selfie


